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Tossups
This mathematician's portrait is on the German ten-mark bill, along with a
graph of the normal density curve. In 1796, he announced his discovery of
a construction for the 17-sided polygon, five years the publication of his
_Disquisitiones arithmeticae_, a monumental work on number theory. FfP,
who is this German who rediscovered Ceres and gave four different proofs
of the fundamental theorem of algebra?
Answer: Carl Friedrich _Gauss_
This playwright was a speechwriter for Franklin Roosevelt, and won a
Pulitzer for his _Roosevelt and Hopkins: an Intimate History_. He wrote
his first play, _Barnum Was Right_, while at Harvard, and became editor of
_Life_ in 1924. FfP, who is this man who won three other Pulitzer prizes
for _There Shall Be No Night_, _Idiot's Delight-> and _Abe Lincoln in
Illinois ?
Answer: Robert Emmet _ SheIWood_
In 1901, this poet of _Fireflies_ and _Red Oleanders_ founded the communal
school Santiniketan. He was knighted in 1915, but resigned it four years
later as a protest against British policy in the Punjab. FfP, who is this
poet of _The Crescent Moon_and _ Gitanjali_, the only Indian to be awarded
the Nobel Prize in Literature?
Answer: Rabindranath _ Tagore_
The opening of a new theater in Pest in 1812 was celebrated by two plays
by Kotzebue, _King Stephen_, and _The Ruins of Athens_, both of which this
composer wrote overtures and incidental music to. His last overture, _The
Consecration of the House_, was written in 1822, thirteen years after
providing one to Goethe's tragedy of Lamoral, the couilt of Egmont FfP,
who is this German composer whose other works include three different
_Leonore_ overtures to be used with his opera _Fidelio_?
Answer: Ludwig von _Beethoven_
George Inness was the most famous American representative of this group of
artists, whose lesser-known members include Diaz de la Pe"da and Troyon.
Taking their name from a village on the edge of the forest of
Fontainebleau, they rendered landscapes in a straightfolWard manner
reminiscent of 17th century Dutch masters. FfP, what is this group of
French landscape painters which included Charles Daubigny and Theodore
Rosseau?
Answer: - Barbizon- school
This economist married the Quaker Priscilla Ann Wilkinson, and became a
Christian. Influenced by Smith's _Wealth of Nations_, he published _The
High Price of Bullion_ in 1809, and eight years later, he published his
most famous work, which contained the Iron law of wages and theory of
comparative advantage. FTP, who is this author of _Principles of Political
Economy and Taxation_?
Answer: David - RicardoCaudofoveata, Solenogastres, and Polyplacophora, which contains the
chitons (kite-ons), are some of the classes in this invertebrate phylum.
Like the annelids, its first stage of larval development is the
trocophore, and all species have a head, visceral mass, and muscular foot.

FfP, what is this phylum whose other classes include Cephalapoda, Bivalva,
and Gastropoda?
Answer: _Mollusca_ or _mollusks_
A lawyer, he opposed the privileges of the Army and Church and was elected
Governor of the Oaxaca in 1847. After a brief exile in the United States
he took part in the overthrow of Santa Anna and he became Minister of
Justice. FfP, identify this Native American who was three times elected
president of Mexico between 1857 and 187l.
Answer: Benito - JuarezHe once missed a game due to "nintendinitis", a thumb sprain suffered
while playing Nintendo. The third leading scorer in NCAA Men's Basketball
history behind Pete Maravich and Freeman Williams, this LaSalle star was
voted the Player of the Year in 1990. FfP, identify this Sacramento King,
nicknanled the "L-Train".
Answer: Lionel - SimmonsIn 1991, a military junta renamed this country in order to secure an extra
seat on the U.N Security Council. Suffering from recent droughts,
agricultural activities in this landlocked nation are being severely
damaged by desertification, deforestation, and overgrazing. A former
French colony, its flag features a red stripe atop a green stripe with a
yellow star in the center. FfP, identify this African nation with capital
at Oagadougou.
Answer: - Burkina FasoJohn Lithgow's role as an agent and Scott Bakula's role as a boxer were
filmed but cut, while Woody Harrelson's part as the news director at a
Television Station, and Rick Moranis as a gravedigger were kept in this
movie. Harris Telemacher is the wacky weatherman who is flred and learns
that his girlfriend, played by Marilu Henner, is sleeping with his agent
FfP, name this 1991 movie featuring Victoria Tennant, Saral1 Jessica
PaIker, Steve Martin and an oracular expressway sign.
Answer: _ L.A. Story_
The son of Healfdene, he inherits a small realm. By forging alliances
with nearby tribes, he is able to gain domination over Jutland. In lieu
of tribute, Hygmod, the king of the Helmings gives him his sister
Wealtheow as a bride. FrP, identify this king of the Danes whose hall,
Heorot, is terrorized by the monster Grendel in the poem Beowulf.
Answer: _Hrothgar_
While still a prince, he defeated the Egyptian Pharaoh Necho at the battle
of Carchemish. In 597 B.C. he crushed the Judean revolt, placing the
puppet Zedekiah on the throne. FrP, name this Babylonian king who ordered
the destruction of Jerusalem in 586 B.C.
Answer: - NebuchadnezzarA Cincinnati corporate lawyer, he represented Venezuela in claims against
Great Britain. During the civil war, he served in an Indiana volunteer
regiment and was made Brigadier General of volunteers in 1865. Elected to
the Senate as a Republican from Indiana in 1881, he was defeated after one
ternl. FrP, identify this man who twice garnered fewer popular votes than
Grover Cleveland in presidential elections.
Answer: Benjamin _Harrison_
Born in 1893, this German became a wealthy champagne merchant following

World War I. After a three year stint as ambassador to Great Britain, he
returned to Gernmny where he served until April, 1945. FfP name this man,
who negotiated the Russo-Gernmn nonaggresion pact and was Gemmny's
foriegn minister during World War II.
Answer: Joachim von _Ribbentrop_
First observed and noted by Galileo, when Richard Feynman asked his father
about this property of matter, his father explained that nobody really
knew or understood how it worked. FfP name this property of matter,
restated by Newton as his first law of motion, which is defined as the
resistance of a body to any alteration of its motion.
Answer: jnertia_
Born in Tiffin, Ohio in 1918, this man was killed on New Georgia in 1943
destroying a Japanese pillbox. FTP nan1e tltis medal of honor winner who
shares his nan1e with the space corvette used by tl1e Roughnecks in the book
Starship Troopers, which was destroyed as it orbited Planet P in tl1e
movie.
Answer: Rodger _ Young_
In October, 1997, President Kuniwo Nakamura of this island country signed
a $60 ntillion budget, of which several ntillion dollars went towards
replacing the bridge between tl1e islands of Koror and Babeldaob (Bay bel
day ob) which collapsed in August 1996. FfP name tl1e last member of the US
Trust Territory of the Pacific Islands, consisting of about 200 islands in
the Caroline group, which achieved independence OctoJ:>er 1, 1994.
Answer: Republic of ]alau_ (also accept BELAU)
Among some of his works are Essay on Governn1ent (1768), Examination of
Scottish Philosophy (1774), History of the Corruptions of Christianity
(1782) and tl1e 25 volume Theological and Miscellaneous Works, published
posthumously between 1817 and 1832. FTP name this English theologian and
scientist, perhaps best known for his manipulation of gases, including the
discovery of sulfur dioxide, and dephlogisticated air.
Answer: Joseph ]riestly_
Part of the Taxpayer Relief Act of 1997, starting January 1, 1998, this
new investment option allows single taxpayers with incomes up to $95,000
put $2000 of post-tax income into a tax free retirement account. FfP name
this saving plan, which gets its name from tl1e Senator who sponsored its
passage.
Answer: Roth IRA
>From 1994 until November 15, 1997, he languished at East Asia's largest
salt farm, the Jidong Number One prison. First arrested in 1978 for
writing the essay "The Fiftl1 Modernization," he served a fifteen year term
prison term. FTP name this 47 year-old, considered by many to be the
father of China's democracy movement, now in exile in tl1e United States.
Answer: _ Wei_ Jingsheng
She nurses Sandy back to healtl1, learns proper English from Taffy, becomes
a laundress, and on Christmas she becomes engaged to Little Billee despite
his fantily's opposition. FTP who is this model, who becomes a famous
singer but loses her soul to Svengali in an 1894 novel by George du
Maurier?
Answer: _Trilby_
Orphaned at the age of 9, the main character is sent to live with his

uncle William and aunt Louisa, and after studying medicine and having
affairs with Miss Wilkinson and Mildred Rogers, he marries Sally Athelny
and settles down as the doctor in a small village. ITP what is this novel
about the club-footed Philip Carey, by Somerset Maugham?
Answer: _Of Human Bondage_

It premiered in 1910 with Tamara Karsavina in the title role, Michel
Fokine as Prince Ivan, and Enrico Cecchetti as Kastchei. Ivan uses a magic
feather to sununon the title character, who kills the wizard and frees the
princess whom Ivan loves in, FTP, what ballet based on a Russian folk tale
and composed by Igor Stravinsky?
Answer: The _Firebird_
His student Vincenzo Scamozzi spread his style to northern Europe, and his
1570 _Four Books on Architecture_ was used extensively by Inigo Jones. ITP
who is this architect, whose classically-inspired designs include the
Palazzo Thiene, facade of San Giorgio Maggiore, and the Villa Rotonda?
Answer: Andrea ]alladio_
Dedicated to Baron von Zedlitz, this treatise introduced the distinction
between analytic and synthetic judgements. ITP what is this book, an
attack on the metaphysics of Leibniz and Wolff, published in 1781 by
Inunanuel Kant?
Answer: _Critique of Pure Reason_
After the publication of the flrst section of _Contributions to the Theory
of Sense Perception_ in 1858, he was made assistant to Hermaqn von
Helnlholtz at the University of Heidelberg. FTP who is this man who founded
_Philosophische Studien_, the flrst psychological journal, two years after
having founded the flrst psychological laboratory in Leipzig in 1879?
Answer: Wilhelm _ Wundt_
Now known by an epithet meaning "great hero," he was born circa 600 BC to
prince Siddhartha and his wife Trisali. He married a noblewoman but at the
age of 30 he renounced worldly goods and spent the next 12 years as a
wandering beggar. FTP who is this 24th tirthankara, who founded the
present form of Jainism?
Answer: _ Mahavira_
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Name the playwright from works, 30-20-10
30. Esther, Les Plaideurs, Athalie
20. Britannicus, Mithridate, Alexandre Ie Grand
10. Bajazet, Andromaque, Phedre
Answer. Jean _Racine_ or _Dr. Suck_
Name the Sir Walter Scott works from characters FfP each.
1. Baron Bradwardine, Flora MacIvor, Bonnie Prince Charlie
Answer: _Waverley_
2. Amy Robsart, Sir Walter Raleigh, Elizabeth I
Answer. - Kenilworth3. Cedric the Saxon, Isaac of York, Richard I
Answer: _Ivanhoe_
Name the operas from characters FfP each, or for 5 if you need the
composer
l. 10. Madame Flora, Monica, Mrs. Gobineau
5. Gian-Carlo Menotti
Answer: The - Medium2. 10. Marcello, Parpignol, Musetta
5. Giacomo Puccini
Answer: _La Boheme_
3. 10. Narraboth, Jokanaan, Herodias
5. Richard Strauss
Answer: _Salome_
Identify the creators of these Madonnas FfP each.
l. Madonna of the Harpies
Answer: Andrea - del Sarto2. Madonna with Canon van der Paele
Answer: _Jan van Eyck_
3. Madonna of the Rocks
Answer: _Leonardo_ da Vinci
Name the mothers of these Biblical characters FfP each.
l. Ishmael
Answer. _Hagar_
2. Solomon
Answer: _Bathsheba_
3. Virgin Mary
Answer: St. - AIllle- or - AnnaIdentify the philosopher from his works, 30-20-10-5
30. German social democracy, Roads to Freedom
20. The Conquest of Happiness, Authority and the Individual
10. Marriage and Morals, Why I Am Not a Christian
5. Principia Mathematica (with Alfred North Whitehead)
Answer: Bertrand _Russell_
Identify these mental disorders FfP each.
l. In this type of aphasia a person Call1lot write even though his fmger
and hand muscles are undamaged.
Answer: _Agraphia_

/
/

/

/~

2. This is the type of anmesia, caused by a hippocampal lesion, in which
the patient cannot learn anything new after the injury occurs.
Answer: _Anterograde Anmesia_
3. In this type of anmesia the patient loses memories o~ some period prior
to the accident or stroke that caused the amnesia.
Answer: _Retrograde Anmesia_
Identify these "C" terms from biology FfP each.
1. This is the structure formed by nerve fibers connecting the cerebral
hemispheres of the brain
Answer: _corpus callosum_
2. From the Greek for "twig," they are groups of cells or organisms
derived asexually from a single ancestor.
Answer: _clones_
3. This is the term for a single chromosomal strand.
Answer: _chromatid_

/

/

Identify the composer from works, 30-20-10.
30. _En Saga_ and _Night-Ride and Sunrise_
20. - Valse triste- and - The Swan of Tuonela10. ]inlandia_ and _Karelia Suite_
Answer: Jean_Sibelius_
Identify the authors of these matrimonial works FfP each, five if you need
some other works.
1. 10. _Blood Wedding_
5. _Yernla_ and _The House of Bemarda Alba_
Answer: Federico _Garcia Lorca_
2. 10. _The Member of the Wedding_
5. _The Heart is a Lonely Hunter_ and _The Ballad of the Sad Caf"B_
Answer: Carson _McCullers_
3. 10. _Delta Wedding_
5. _The Optimist's Daughter_ and _The Ponder Heart_
Answer: Eudora _Welty_
Identify these playwrights from descriptions and works FfP each.
1. This tutor of Nero wrote the only Roman textbook on physics, and eight
plays including _Hercules_ and ]haedra_.
Answer: Lucius Annaeus - Seneca2. Born in Carthage and originally a slave, this comic playwright's works
include _Maid of Andros_ and ]hornuo_.
Answer: _Terence_or Publius Terentius Afer
3. One of his 21 extant plays, the _Menaechrni-' was the source for
Shakespeare's _Comedy of Errors_; his _Aululuria_ was the source for
Moliere's _Miser_.
Answer: Titus Maccius _Plautus_
Identify the architects of the following American buildings FfP each.
1. Virginia State Capitol, 1780's
Answer: Thomas - Jefferson2. Corcoran GaIleI)' and Smithsonian Institution
Answer: James _Renwick_
3. Wainwright Building
Answer: Louis _Sullivan_
Identify the brightest star in these constellations FTP each.
1. Virgo
Answer: _Spica_

2. Bootes
Answer: - Arcturus3. Cygnus
Answer: _Deneb_
Arrange the following US coinage denominations chronologically based on
the last time that their obverse was redesigned for five points each:
cent, nickel, dime, quarter, half-dollar, and dollar.
Answer: _cent_ (1909), _quarter_ (1932), _nickel_ (1938), _dime_ (1946),
_half-dollar_ (1964), _dollar_ (1979)
Benjamin Harrison served only one tenn as president of the United States,
but during that single tenn six states entered the Union. FFPE, name those
six states.
Answers: IDAHO, MONTANA, OREGON, WASHINGTON, NORTH DAKOTA, SOUTH DAKOTA
Herbie is back! Disney recent remake of the Love Bug, starring the VW
Beetle and America's greatest actor, Bruce Campbell, means that it is now
fair game for questions writers. Answer these questions about Herbie for
5, 10 and 15 points.
5. What number is Herbie, prominently displayed on his hood and doors?
Answer: 53
10. Name either the actor or the character he played, whom drove Herbie in
the 1969 version of the Love Bug.
Answer: Jim _Douglas_, played by Dean _Jones_
15. In the remake, it was revealed that a Gem1an engineer created Herbie
when a picture of his wife Ursula fell into the vat containing the metal
that was to become Herbie. Name this engineer for fifteen points.
Answer: Dr. _Stumpfel_
Near the south pole, several million pounds of glass-like ice are wired to
detect two of the most elusive particles in the universe. This project,
known as AMANDA, looks for the Cerenkov radiation produced by these
particles traversing the ice. FFPE, expand the acronym AMANDA.
Answer: ANTARTIC MUON AND NEUTRINO DECTECTOR ARRAY
In 1934, five girls were born on a small Canadian farm, and soon whisked
away by the Ontario government.
5. First for five points, give tlle family name of these quintuplets.
Answer: _Dionne_
25. Now, FFPE, name the five Dionne quints, possibly the most famous
multiple birth before the McCaughey septs.
Answers: EMILIE, MARIE, ANNETTE, CECILE, YVONNE
It's too bad we aren't closer together - yup, I'm talking about
continental drift.
10. First for ten points, who, in 1912, expanded upon Frank Taylor's
hypothesis and first postulated the theory of continental drift?
Answer: Alfred _ Wegener_
10. While Pangaea was the name given to the supercontinent, FTP, what name
was given to the super ocean that was fonned at the same time surrounding
Pangaea?
Answer: - Panthalassa10. As Pangaea split into Gondwanaland and Laurasia, a sea fonned between
the two masses. FTP, give the name applied to that sea.
Answer: Sea of _Tethys_
As NATO expands into Hungary, Poland and the Czech Republic, those

countries become fodder for inane current events questions. FfPE, name the
presidents of those three prospective NATO allies.
Answers: Aleksander KWASNIEWSKI, Arpad GONCZ, Vaclav HAVEL
It's time for the return of an old "favorite", periodic table chess. If a
bishop were to start from chlorine, what six elements could you move to,
with atomic numbers 8, 10,34,36,51, and 82.
Answers: OXYGEN, NEON, SELENIUM, KRYPTON, ANTIMONY, LEAD
30-20-10. Identify the historical event.
30. Meetings were presided over by George Cabot, and notable attendees
were Harrison Otis, Theodore Dwight and Timothy Pickering.
20. The final report condemned embargoes and proposed several
constitutional anlendments including protections for state militias and a
rejection of a high national tariff.
10. This meeting was called in October of 1814 by the Massachusetts
legislature to debate a separate peace between New England and Great
Britain.
Answer: The _Hartford Convention_
Identify the following Giants from North Mythology, FTP each.
l. This giant guards the spring of knowledge located at the base ofYggdrasil.
Answer: Mimir
2. This king of the giants challenges Thor to wrestle with old age, lift
the Midgard Serpent, and drink the sea. His is frightened Thor nearly
succeeds.
Answer: _ Utgard-Lokt (DO NOT ACCEPT OR PROMPT ON "LOKI")
3. This king of tl1e fire giants lives in Muspelheim. At tl1e end of
Ragnarok, he is destined to bum up the world.
Answer: _Surt_ (Accept also _Surtur~
Jerry Reinsdorf is hated in Chicago, but others were worse. Given clues
identify the vilified Baseball owners FfP each
1. In 1957 tl1is owner convinced Horace Stoneham to move the Giants to San
Francisco and brought his Brooklyn Dodgers to L.A.
Answer: _Walter O'Malley_
2. Purchasing tl1e Kansas City A's in 1960, as a promotional gimmick he
forced his players to parade around tl1e stadium on muleback. In 1968, he
moved the team to Oakland, and disposed of the teams talent after the 1975
seaSOIl
Answer: Charles O. ]inley_
3. In 1969, he purchased tl1e Washington Senators in 1969 to keep them in
the District. Following the lead of Calvin Griffith, he moved tl1e team
and renamed them tl1e Texas Rangers in 1970.
Answer: Robert - ShortGiven a song title, identify the performers of the following hit songs
from the 1980's, for ten points each.
l. The Warrior
Answer: - Scandal2. Break My Stride
Answer: Matthew - Wilder3. Toy Soldiers
Answer: _ Martikea_
Given a brief description, identify tl1e following figures involved in the
Japanese attack on Pearl Harbor, FTP each.
1. Despite his opposition to attacking Pearl Harbor, tl1is Japanese Admiral

planned and commanded the attack.
Answer: Isoroku _Yamamoto_
2. The commander of the U.S. Pacific fleet he was demoted after the attack
due to negligence, such as leaving the radar unmanned on the morning of
the attack.
Answer: Husband E. - Kimmel3. The decision for a sneak attack on Pearl Harbor was made by this
Japanese general and Prime Minister.
Answer: Hideki _ Tojo_
Given a description, identifY the following regions of France, ftp each.
1. Located in the Southwest on the Atlantic coast, notable cities include
Auch, Bayonne, and Lourdes. Historically, natives were known for a streak
of passion and independence.
Answer: _Gascony_
2. Located in tlle Southeastern on the Mediterranean coast, notable cities
include Avignon, Marseilles, and Toulon. Many natives speak a dialect
with some Spanish elements.
Answer: - Provence3. Located in the central portion of the country north of the Loire river,
this region occupies the main of the Paris basin and was the original land
of the Kings.
Answer: - He-De-FranceGiven a European battle of the 19th century and year, identify the general
in command of the victorious army, FTP each.
l. Marengo, 1801
Answer: Napoleon Bonaparte
2. Sedan
Answer: Helmuth von - Moltke3. Borodino, 1812
Answer: Mikhail - Suverov-

